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A
additive colors, 64–65
Adobe Kuler software, 126, 136
afterimages, 37–38
Alber’s (Josef ) squares, 169

®

B
Bezold’s effects, 166–168
brain
body/mind connections, 44
interactions providing sight, 3

C
Chevreul’s Contrasts, 162–165
CIE (Commission Internationale de L’Eclairage)
color space, 119
light, definition of, 11
CMY colors, 73
cognitive facilities
clarity of vision, 40
color blindness
Ishihara test, 42
color composition
color properties, 177
contrasting colors, 176–179
equilibrium and balance, 180–187
focal points and hierarchy, 176, 178
principles, 174–175
repetition of color, 181–183
rhythm of placement, 178–180
visual unity, 180–181, 187
weights, 184–186
color identity systems, 93–95
hexidecimal numeral system, 96
trademarking colors, 97
coloring agents, 68–69
color interactions, 152–153
Alber’s (Josef ) squares, 169
Bezold’s effects, 166–168
Chevreul’s Contrasts, 162–165
optical illusions, 154–156
		luminosity, 161
		simultaneous contrast, 162–165
overprinting and transparencies, 158–159
physical interactions, 154

spatial effects, 157
		pulsing colors, 160
color names and classifications
compound names, 91
sources, 91–92
variety, 88–90
color palettes, 133. See also color wheels/circles
color selection, 135–139
existing palettes, 141
color properties
brightness, 99
color composition, 177
color selection criteria, 136
fluorescent, 103
hues
		hue cancellation, 39
		 relationships, types of, 122–123
		saturation/value/temperature,99–101,126,177
		simultaneous contrast, 162–165
iridescent, 103
metallic, 103
pastels, 103
translucent, 103
Color Scheme Designer, 126
color schemes and harmony, 120–121
best practices, 123
and design, 124–125, 143
hues
		 relationships, types of, 122–123
		 saturations and value variances, 126
neutrals, 143
primary/secondary relationships, 64–65, 		
143–147, 155, 181
red, black, and white, 144–147
color selection
based on properties or color wheel 		
relationships, 135–139
importance of, 133
for natural or symbolic reasons, 134, 193
objective or expressive colors, 134
color temperature, 78–79, 104–105, 177
colorwheels/circles,110–113.Seealsocolorpalettes
color selection, 135–136
history of, 114–119

hues
		full saturation, 121
		 relationships, types of, 122–123
		 saturations and value variances, 126
complementary colors, 122–123
contrasting colors, 176–179
Chevreul’s Contrasts, 162–165
simultaneous contrast, 162–165
cornea, 34–35

and color, 25
		 illuminated versus reflected, 31, 57
		 millions of colors, 40–41, 59, 63
		 reactionto/perceptionofcolor,33,56–57,120
		 reflection and absorption of light, 26–29
parts of eye, 34

I

culturalandemotionalconnectionstocolor,190–192
color symbolism
		ancient, 193
		contemporary, 194
		emotional expressions, 198–199
variations across cultures, 195–197
interpretationbycreatorsandaudiences,200–201

IEC(InternationalElectrotechnicalCommission),11
illuminated colors
versus reflected colors, 31, 57
sources,sunlightandmanufacturedlight,74–75
incandescent lamps, 76
incident beams, 26
InternationalCommissiononIllumination.SeeCIE
(Commission Internationale de L’Eclairage)
Ishihara test, 42

D

L

diad hues, 122
diffraction of light, 17
dispersion of light
prisms, 13

E
electromagnetic spectrum, 11
radiation, 8
visible light, 26
electromagnetism, 8
equilibrium and balance, 180–187
eyes. See human eyes/vision

F
fluorescent lamps, 76
focal points and hierarchy, 176, 178

H
hexidecimal colors
color identity systems, 96
digital color pickers, 126
high intensity discharge (HID) lamps, 77
HSB colors, 126
hues
hue cancellation, 39
relationships, types of, 122–123
saturation/value/temperature
		color composition, 177
		variances in, 126
simultaneous contrast, 162–165
human eyes/vision
after images, 37
body/mind connection, 44

LAB colors, 126
LCD (liquid crystal display), 63
LED (light-emitting diodes), 77
light and color, 54–55
definitions from CIE and EIC, 11
effect on total physical and emotional being, 45
effects of/reactions to light, 4–5
		for artists/designers, 81
		 on physical/emotional being, 45
interactions with physics, eyes, brain, and 		
biology, 2–3
primary colors, 58
reflections of, 26
sources
		manufactured, 74–78
		sunlight, 74–75
spectral power distribution (SPD) curves, 75
throughprisimsseparatingintocolorsorhues,12–13
visible spectrum of, 11–13
waves, behaviors of, 17
light-emitting diodes (LED), 77
liquid crystal display (LCD), 63

M
manufactured light, 74–78
metamerism, 78–81
monochromatic colors, 99
muted colors, 36

O
OLED (organic light-emitting diodes), 63, 77
opponent-process phenomenon, 39
overprinting and transparencies, 158–159

P
Peripateric School, founded by Aristotle, 111
pigments
CMY colors, 73
paints, dyes, inks, and toners, 68–69
RGB colors, 72
sourcesofcolornamesandclassifications,91–92
polorizing light, 17
primary colors. See RGB colors
prisms/prismatic colors, 12

R
reflection
of colors
		versus illuminated colors, 31, 57
		wavelength factor, 67
of light
		 colors and human eyes, 26–29
		wave behavior, 17, 26, 28–29
refraction of light
prisms, 13
wave behavior, 17
RGB colors, 58, 61
additive colors, 64–65
color composition, 181
cone sensitivity, 61
digital color pickers, 126
primary colors, 59
screen-based systems, 63, 66
secondary colors, 64–65, 155, 181
rhythm of color placement, 178–180
ROYGBIV (colors)
color blindness test, 42
light through prisms, 12
perceptions of and emotions about, 46–51
wavelengths in visible light spectrum, 26
RYB colors
digital color pickers, 126
primary pigments, 72–73

S
saturated colors, 36
scattering of light, 17
screen-based systems
color calibration, 66
color identity systems, 96–97
illuminated colors, 31, 57
millions of colors, 31, 63
RGB colors, 63, 66
secondary colors, 64–65, 155, 181

self-illuminated colors, 31, 58
spectral power distribution (SPD) curves, 75
subtractive colors, 67
layering techniques, 156
transparencies, 158
synesthesia, 51

T
tertiary colors, 123
tetrad hues, 122
translucent inks, 73
transparencies and overprinting, 158–159
triad (1 and 2) hues, 122
trichromatic theory, 36

V
visible light spectrum
definition of, 11, 13
discovery of, 10, 12
and wavelengths
		 perception of yellow, 62
		ROYGBIV (colors), 10–11, 14–15, 26
visual clarity and acuity
body/mind connection, 44
color deficiencies
		 artists/designers, importance to, 43
		 critical issue for seniors, 43
		 detection of gray, 42
		levels of, 41
factors determining, 40
visual cortex, 44
vitreous humor, 34–35

W
watercolors, 156
wavelength and frequency ranges
atomic structure of objects, 28
cone sensitivity, 36, 61
definitions of, 11
direct wavelengths, 31
interactions with objects, 13, 16–17
measured in nanometers (nm), 9
producing seven colors, 12–15
reflected color, 26–29, 56–57
visible light spectrum, 11–13, 26
waves
behaviors of, 12, 16–17
		 relationship between light/color and
		art/design, 19
definition of, 9

